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From: Henry Reisch [mailto:HReisch@wma.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 05,2009 2i4SpM
To: Brandi, Dlanne
SubjecE Catherine Herridge

Dear Dianne,

to me of February 13ü, 2009. Catherine does indeed
d is hoping that you proceed toward what appears to be
d faith negotiations.

and amicable resolution, Catherine has agreed
that Catherine is the most productive member of
e of 3 beats: Homeland Security, Justice

has made many contacts in the Government

respecr ;,:tjtiJ"*ttn
raise in fapproxi bution to Fox, we believe that Catherine is
enJitl'ed to receive more than aTyo increase.
Accordingly, with respect to financial terms, we propose the following

First Contract year: $5 15,000 (approximat ely a LZYo increase over what Catherine receives under
her current contract)

Second Contract yea¡: 9565,000 (approximately a l}Toincrease over year 1).

Thi¡d contractyear: $620,000 (again, approximately a l0% increase over year 2,)

This would be a guaranteed pay or play deal for all three years.

f

favorable as those contained herein." Accordingly we propose that the non-financial terms of
Catherine's new conhact be the same as those c-ontainãd in her current contract, with the
following exceptions: 1) That the phrase "occasional anchor/co-anchor" in the ârst paragraph of
the current contract not be included, and that any reference.to the letter of .February ViZfiOA-
be omitted' 2) Catherine is comfortable with the Arbitration Clause so long as it is understood to
b,e limited to the interpretation of the Fox-Herridge contract Since Catheriîe works in
Washington, DC, any arbitration should be conducted in Washington.

The second full paragraph ofyour draft ofAugust 6, 2008, represents a term not included in
Catherine's current contact, and, accordingly must be omitted. In negotiating her emplo¡rment
contract with Fox, Catherine is, in no way, negotiating or attempting to resolve, waive or release
her pending EEOC claim. This contract negotiation is separate and apart from that proceeding.
'We believe that this proposal is advantageous to all parties, and I suggest that you and I meet at a
very early date with the intention of resolving this matter, with mutual benefit to Catherine and
to Fox.
Henry
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